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SOME THOUGHTS ON ALLCHIN DIES 
 

By Dave Hill 
 

We have two long lists of clients for whom Sidney Allchin  
perforated stamps in 1905 and 1906. With the extra information in the  
New Illustrated Catalogue on dates and postmarks it is possible to identify 
some of these dies. In fact the list gives us clues to some of the users  
where we do not know them. 

 
I offer the following tentative conclusions on possible Allchin  

alphabets. A word of warning however. We can be 95% sure that after  
about 1935, Sloper used the alphabet they use to this day, the one with  
which we are all so familiar: before that date it would appear that each 
perforator used a different alphabet each time! 

 
I illustrate below some distinctive dies that are almost certainly  

Allchins. However for much of the time they were capable of neat letters, 
little different to any other maker. 
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I don't think this is to any regular grid of pins but it is interesting  
that as well as producing the two sizes of square corner letters shown,  
Allchin appear to have been responsible for the dies for Kelly's Directories 
Ltd (K0550.03v) which does apparently have pins on a regular grid. I  
can't believe that the pins were removed to make different letters. Perhaps 
there was a square grid from which all letters were drilled. Hence letters 
made from straight lines look ok, but curves look odd with square corners 
and slopes generally must follow diagonal lines of holes. Note particularly 
the corners of the J's and the U's, and the arms of the Y and the middle of  
the M are at 45 degrees. The first Co has square corners, the rest look  
fine. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
EDITOR'S COMMENTS         Rosemary Smith 

 
I had been congratulating myself on feeling back to form after my  

weeks of 'chesty cold' during January thru' to February: catching up with  
my most outstanding correspondence/exchanges/worksheets etc:  
completing the first four pages of this Bulletin: then disaster struck. My 
husband is now in hospital having suffered a slight stroke - with the  
emphasis on slight. At the time of writing he is only showing weakness in  
his left hand and a slight numbness to the far left hand side of his face. 

 
I trust that the contributors to the Bulletin, whose articles are  

included in this issue, will take the inclusion as my reply: and the ones  
whose articles are still in the pipe line will not be impatient for a reply. 
However, I have found that completing the Bulletin has taken my mind off 
my troubles and also the weight off my feet as I have had to sit down at  
my desk and computer. 
 

In the Society Information there is the notice of the death of Kevin 
Parkhill from Rochdale. Kevin was well known in Yorkshire and  
Lancashire philatelic circles and a very keen perfin collector. He had  
fought this illness for at least three years with a determination and 
cheerfulness which earned him the respect and friendship of all with  
whom he came into contact. He will be missed by many. Our sympathies  
go to his wife, Pat and daughter Tracy and family. 




